MODALITIES IN SPRING 2021

Face-to-Face
MODE P, C
A Face-to-Face class meets on campus and has a scheduled meeting pattern in a classroom. In Spring 2021, instructors will see some changes to the classroom layouts and seating arrangements to support safe physical distancing guidelines.

Hybrid
MODE H, Q
Hybrid courses may be offered as Certified Hybrid (Mode H) or HyFlex Hybrid (Mode Q). Hybrid courses meet both on campus and online throughout the semester.

Certified Hybrid (Mode: H) vs HyFlex Hybrid (Mode: Q)
The Certified Hybrid (Mode: H) modality is reserved for faculty who completed the Hybrid Certification program. Courses in this modality meet between ⅓ to ⅔ of class time in an on-campus setting (during the scheduled meeting days and times), while the rest of the course learning experience happens out-of-class in Canvas (online).

The HyFlex Hybrid (Mode: Q) modality offers the flexibility to limit the amount of on-campus interactions with students. Mode Q is a highly flexible version of hybrid with a minimum 20% on-campus instructional requirement (e.g., 9 hours of on-campus instruction for a 3 credit class).

HyFlex modality allows for the blending of in-person and online activities so you can limit your time on campus but still have in-person classes as needed.

Remote
MODE R
The synchronous remote (temporary) modality offers a digital alternative to the traditional on-campus classroom experience. It allows instructors to meet with their students synchronously online during their scheduled class meeting time.

Fully Online
MODE I
Fully online classes are taught online through Canvas. While there is no expectation of synchronous meetings, activities and assignments are designed to take place virtually and include due dates.

Instructors that have questions regarding the modality of the courses they are assigned to teach in Spring 2021 are encouraged to reach out to their supervisor or department chair.